
RBM Tables



Our tables for 
your every need
Whether a space is for working, creating, 

lounging or dining our range of tables covers 

your every need. With functionality in mind 

we aim to create furniture with a playful design 

that make spaces come to life. Our tables are 

characterised by their sophisticated design, 

smart solutions and durable build. Furthermore, 

all RBM tables are sustainably manufactured 

with minimal environmental impact.

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with oak veneer. Dark stained oak legs.

RBM Noor 6080F
Fully upholstered in Febric Twill Graphit. Seat frame 

in polished aluminium. Dark stained wooden legs.
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About us
RBM is a furniture brand of Scandinavian Business 

Seating and has a history rooted in the Danish 

design tradition. For us it is important to exceed 

our customer’s expectations when it comes to 

quality, form and functionality. That is why RBM 

furniture meets the highest quality certification and 

subsequently will last for many years.



Creative Spaces
Humans are creative beings. We 
thrive when we get to express 
ourselves creatively whether we’re 
doing it alone or in a group. An 
environment that lets our spirits 
be free and is flexible to our 
needs is the perfect stage for 
endless creative possibilities.

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with Polar White laminate. Dark stained oak legs.

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Seat frame in polished aluminium.

Dark stained wooden legs.
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RBM u-Connect
Table top with Polar White laminate and black ABS table edge band, 

160x70 cm. Black painted legs.

RBM Noor 6070
Polypropylene shell in Clay. Footbase in black painted aluminium.
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RBM

u-Connect
Can you imagine a table that can be folded, 

stacked and easily stowed away when not in 

use? A table that is lightweight and has wheels 

for easy transportation. The RBM u-Connect is 

all of that and more. Aside from being practical 

and functional it also has a contemporary design 

that is easy to love.



RBM

Allround
The RBM Allround table is all about versatility. 

It will work in most environments and for any 

activity whether it’s in the meeting area or the 

school project room. The design is sleek and 

simple but far from dull. With several sizes, 

shapes and functions it is a real star in its class.

RBM Allround
MDF Table top with Polar White laminate, 180x90 cm.

Shamfered table edge with black ABS band. Black painted legs.

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Sky. Seat frame in polished aluminium.

Dark stained wooden legs.

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Graphite. 4 leg tubular base in Metalsilver.
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Scandinavian Business Seating owns the brands HÅG, RH and RBM. We are the 

market leader in designing and manufacturing seating solutions for working people 

in private and public environments. Together all employees work to realise the 

company’s vision – To make the world a better place to sit.

Scandinavian Business Seating has its head office in Oslo and production units 

in Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Our products are sold in more than 

40 countries with fully owned subsidiaries in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, the 

Netherlands, UK, France, Switzerland, Singapore, China, Hong Kong and Australia.

Scandinavian Business Seating

Fridtjof Nansens vei 12

P.o Box 5055 Majorstuen

N-0301 Olso, Norway

Tel: +47 22 59 59 00

E-mail: info@sbseating.com

www.sbseating.com
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